We investigate selectron pair production and decay in e − e − scattering and e + e − annihilation with polarized beams taking into account neutralino mixing as well as ISR and beamstrahlung corrections. One of the main advantages of having both modes at disposal is their complementarity concerning the threshold behaviour of selectron pair production. In e − e − the cross sections at threshold forẽ RẽR andẽ LẽL rise proportional to the momentum of the selectron and in e + e − that forẽ RẽL . Measurements at threshold with polarized beams can be used to determine the selectron masses mẽ L/R precisely. Moreover we discuss how polarized electron and positron beams can be used to establish directly the weak quantum numbers of the selectrons. We also use selectron pair production to determine the gaugino mass parameter M 1 . This is of particular interest for scenarios with non-universal gaugino masses at a high scale resulting in |M 1 | ≫ |M 2 | at the electroweak scale. Moreover, we consider also the case of a nonvanishing selectron mixing and demonstrate that it leads to a significant change in the phenomenology of selectrons.
Introduction
Supersymmetry (SUSY) is one of the most promising concepts for physics beyond the Standard Model (SM) and we expect that candidates for supersymmetric particles will first be discovered at the LHC. Due to the clear signatures linear colliders are well suited for high precision studies [1, 2, 3] . In addition to suitable cuts a simultaneous polarization of both beams is crucial for suppression of the background. One of the most important goals of a future e + e − or e − e − linear collider (LC) will be the precise determination of quantum numbers and couplings of supersymmetric particles in order to establish the supersymmetric framework. Also for some of these measurements beam polarization is indispensable [4] .
Since in many cases the e + e − mode is favourable most of the running time will be spent for this mode. However, for some processes the e − e − mode is accepted to be superior, particularly for the precise measurement of the selectron masses [5, 6] . This is due to the steeper rise of the cross sections forẽ
− e − at the threshold compared to selectron production in e + e − annihilation [5, 6, 7] . Most of these analyses assume that the lightest neutralino is a pure B-ino so that inẽ − Rẽ − R production the contributions from the exchange of the other neutralinos can be neglected. In the study presented here we take into account neutralino mixing and give also results forẽ
In the e − e − mode the cross sections are in general larger than in the e + e − mode due to the absence of destructive interferences between s-channel and t/u-channel exchange [8] . Moreover, a significantly lower background from SM and SUSY is expected in the e − e − mode. In order to establish Supersymmetry it is necessary to verify experimentally the association of chiral fermions and their scalar SUSY partners. Moreover, for the identification of the supersymmetric scenario the precise determination of model parameters is necessary. In particular for the determination of the gaugino mass parameter M 1 of the MSSM and a test of gaugino mass unification divers procedures have already been discussed [5, 9] . Since the cross section for e − e − →ẽ − Rẽ − R shows a strong dependence on M 1 [5, 10] this process offers also a possibility of its measurement. The precision will, however, depend on the mixing of the neutralino states.
The main focus of this paper is on the comparison of e − e − scattering and e + e − annihilation for the production of selectron pairs. It is organised as follows. In Sect. 2 we compare in the framework of the MSSM the cross sections for the production of selectron pairsẽ RẽR , e LẽL andẽ RẽL in e + e − annihilation and e − e − scattering. We take into account a general neutralino mixing and the effects of initial state radiation (ISR) as well as beamstrahlung. We emphasise the importance of beam polarization. In Sect. 3 the threshold behaviour of the cross sections for the three selectron production channels is compared for the two linear collider modes with regard to the measurement of the mass of the right and left selectron, respectively. We demonstrate in Sect. 4 the possibility to establish the partnership between chiral electrons and their scalar partners in e + e − annihilation with suitably polarized beams. In Sect. 5 we investigate the M 1 dependence of the production cross sections. In Sect. 6 we discuss the implications of a possible mixing between left and right selectrons. The summary is given in Sect. 7. In the Appendices we collect the formulas for the production cross sections in the e + e − and in the e − e − mode for polarized beams as well as for general selectron mixing.
Impact of beam polarization on selectron pair production
We compare selectron production in e + e − annihilation via γ-and Z 0 -exchange in the schannel andχ Table 2 : Branching ratios ofẽ − L for both scenarios (I) and (II).
MSSM scenarios. In the following we use the GUT relation
for the gaugino mass parameters except in Sect. 5. In the first scenario (I) we take M 2 = 152 GeV, µ = 316 GeV and tan β = 3. Here the LSPχ 0 1 is bino-like and the lighter charginoχ ± 1 is wino-like. In the second scenario (II) with M 2 =320 GeV, µ =150 GeV, tan β = 3 both the LSP and the lighter chargino are higgsino-like. However, the LSP has a sizable binocomponent. The neutralino masses for both scenarios are given in Table 1 . For the selectron masses we take mẽ L =179.3 GeV and mẽ R =137.7 GeV.
The decays of the selectrons are already extensively studied [8] . The right selectron couples mainly to the bino-component of the neutralino. It decays therefore mainly inχ 0 i e, where i denotes the neutralino with the largest bino component. The left selectron decays preferably into the wino-like chargino and a neutrino, followed by a wino-like neutralino and an electron if all decays are kinematically allowed.
e
L pairs are produced in a p-wave state with cross sections which rise at threshold as β 3 , where β = 2p/ √ s is proportional to the selectron momentum:
The processes are mediated by γ/Z-exchange in the s-channel and neutralino exchange in the t-channel [8] . In contrast to RR and LL selectron pairs the RL pairs are produced by electrons and positrons with the same chirality
They are produced in an s-wave state via t-channel exchange of neutralinos with cross sections rising at threshold proportional to β. We show for √ s = 500 GeV the dependence on beam polarization of the cross sections for the different production channels for scenario (I) in Fig. 1a, c , and e and for scenario (II) in Fig. 1b, d , and f. The effects of ISR and beamstrahlung have been included. For ISR we use the structure function prescription [11] and for beamstrahlung we generate the spectrum from the approximate integral equation given in [12] . In the white areas which corresponds to the proposed TESLA design [3] is obtained by reversing the sign of P e − and P e + in Fig. 1c and d , as a consequence of the pure t-channel exchange.
Right and left selectrons are produced by right-and left-handed electrons since only t-and u-channel exchange of neutralinos contribute:
In contrast to e + e − annihilation RR and LL pairs are produced in a s-wave state with the cross sections at threshold rising as β, whereas RL pairs are produced in a p-wave state with a β 3 behaviour of the threshold cross section. The polarization dependence of the cross sections is depicted in Fig. 2a , c, e for scenario (I) and in Fig. 2b, d , f for scenario (II) for √ s = 500 GeV. Here we have taken into account the effects of ISR and beamstrahlung. For ISR we use the structure function prescription [11] and for beamstrahlung we use the energy distribution given by Eq. (6) in [12] evaluated with the approximation P2. For the luminosity enhancement parameter we use the analytic approximation given by Eq. (14) in [13] .
Quite generally the cross sections are larger than for selectron production by e + e − annihilation. For the highest polarization in the TESLA design, P e 1,2 = ±0.8 for the electron beams, one obtains for the production ofẽ
L cross sections of about 2.5 pb for P e 1,2 = 0.8 and P e 1,2 = −0.8, respectively. For the production of left-right selectron pairs a maximal cross section of 360 fb in scenario (I) and 400 fb in scenario (II) is reached for P e 1 = 0.8, P e 2 = −0.8.
According to Eqs. (5) - (7) the cross section for RR (LL) pairs vanishes if one of the electron beams is completely left-handed (right-handed) polarized and that for RL pairs vanishes if both beams are completely polarized with the same sign.
Threshold behaviour
The precision on the determination of the masses ofẽ R andẽ L in e + e − annihilation and e − e − scattering, respectively, depends on both the threshold behaviour of the cross sections for the different production channels and on a suitable choice of beam polarizations. As we are mainly interested in the comparison of the collider modes we take into account statistical σ(e + e − →ẽ − Rẽ errors only disregarding effects of the finite widths of the selectrons, which will be studied in future investigations [14] , and of beam energy spread which would need Monte Carlo simulations. The comparison is done for scenario (I) of Table 1 . We comment on scenario (II) at the end of this section. The determination of selectron masses in the continuum is discussed in [15] .
Measurement of mẽ R
In scenario (I) the right selectron decays nearly always into an electron and the LSP. Therefore, the signature ofẽ R pair production in e + e − annihilation (e − e − scattering) is an e + e − (e − e − ) pair and missing energy. In the following we assume an effective luminosity of 10 fb
in case of e + e − and an effective luminosity of 1 fb −1 in case of e − e − at each scanning step.
The favourable polarization is P e − = +0.8 and P e + = −0.6. In this case one obtains both the highest cross sections for e + e − →ẽ mẽ R . Note that this precise determination allows a precise determination of the underlying SUSY parameters. This in turn allows for a precise determination of parameters at high energy scales [17] .
e − e − Scattering
In e − e − scattering the favourable beam polarization leading to the largest cross sections is P e 1 = P e 2 = 0.8. In this case the most important backgrounds e − e − → W − e − ν e , W − W − ν e ν e from SM processes and e − e − →χ − 1χ 0 1 e − ν e from SUSY are suppressed. For this purpose simultaneous polarization of both beams is important.
In spite of the lower luminosity in e − e − scattering compared to e + e − annihilation the steep β rise of the cross section at threshold allows the determination of the mass ofẽ R with a slightly higher precision, mẽ R = 137.7 ± 0.05 GeV, which is demonstrated in Fig. 4 for a beam polarizations P e 1 = P e 2 = 0.8. The error bars correspond to an effective luminosity L = 1 fb −1 for each point. The statistical error is as in the case of an e + e − collider comparable to the influence of the finite width of the selectrons and of the Coulomb rescattering which have to be taken into account for a precise determination of mẽ R [16, 14] .
In principle the left selectron mass can be determined by a threshold scan of eitherẽ
If mẽ R is already known the production of a pair of leftright selectrons is more suitable due to the threshold behaviour with the steeper β rise. For
) the polarization P e − = −0.8, P e + = −0.6 (P e − = 0.8, P e + = 0.6) leads to the largest cross sections. 
Figure 5: Threshold behaviour of the processes e + e − →ẽ + Lẽ
+ jj p T for P e − = 0.8 and P e + = 0.6, M 2 = 152 GeV, µ = 316 GeV and tan β = 3. ISR corrections and beamstrahlung are included. The error bars show the statistical error for L = 10 fb −1 .
In our scenarioẽ − R decays into an electron and the LSP, whereas for the left selectron the following decays are allowed:ẽ We show in Fig. 5 the threshold for
/ for scenario (I) and P e − = 0.8, P e + = 0.6 so that the signal is maximal and the SUSY background is minimal. Assuming 5 data points with an integrated luminosity of 10 fb 
The process
/ leads to larger cross sections compared the corresponding process in e − e + annihilation as can be seen in Fig. 6 . The cross section at threshold for polarizations P e 1 = −0.8 and P e 2 = −0.8 rises much steeper and the mass resolution therefore is much better than in e + e − annihilation. With the effective luminosity L = 1 fb −1 the left selectron mass mẽ L = 179.3 ± 0.28 GeV can be determined precisely. For completeness we note that one obtains in the process
Comments on scenario II
The precision for measuring the masses in e + e − annihilation as well as in e − e − scattering depends on the scenario. Since the rate for e + e − →ẽ + Rẽ − R is about a factor four smaller in scenario (II) the accuracy for ∆mẽ R decreases by about an order of magnitude. In case of e − e − scattering a similar precision is expected for both scenarios. The rates for the mixed pairẽ ± Rẽ − L are nearly the same as in scenario (I). However, the branching ratio forẽ L → eχ 0 2 is two orders of magnitude smaller, see Table 2 . Therefore, any conclusions without a detailed Monte Carlo study, which is beyond the scope of this paper, are very difficult. In order to test the concept of supersymmetry it is important to test the weak quantum numbers R, L of the selectrons produced in e + e − annihilation. For these tests an e + e − collider is better suited than an e − e − collider because in the latter one only the negative charged selectrons can be probed. Note, however, that due to CPT the Due to the small electron mass one expects no mixing of the electroweak eigenstatesẽ L andẽ R . The possibility of a non-vanishing selectron mixing will be discussed in Sect. 6. Only at the eẽχ 0 i vertex the chiral quantum number L, R of the electron is uniquely related to its scalar partner. These vertices appear only in the t-channel but not in the s-channel. In order to separate these channels the use of both beam polarizations is absolutely needed. In particular for electrons and positrons with the same helicity (chirality) only t-channel exchange of neutralinos contribute so that in the processes e For the TESLA design [3] a maximal electron (positron) polarization of |P e − | = 0.8 (|P e + | = 0.6) is proposed. Therefore we study the extent to which the test of the L, R quantum numbers is possible with partially polarized beams. In Fig. 7 we show the cross sections for e + e − →ẽ + L,Rẽ − L,R for P e − = −0.8 as a function of the positron polarization at √ s = 350 GeV. The SUSY parameters are specified as in scenario (I). For positron polarization P e + < ∼ 0.5 the production cross section forẽ − Lẽ + R is the largest one. We give in Table 3 the production cross section for different centre of mass energies for P e − = −0.8 and P e + = −0.6. The ratio r = σ(e + e − →ẽ
is larger for √ s = 350 GeV (r ≃ 2.4) than for √ s = 500 GeV (r ≃ 1.2). The decrease is due to kinematical effects. This ratio becomes larger with increasing electron and positron polarization: It would be 7.3 if one could polarize both beams with 90%. We want to stress again that for this investigation polarized positrons are essential in order to suppress the s-channel contribution.
For e 
M 1 Dependence
The cross sections for production of selectron pairs in e + e − annihilation and in e − e − scattering show a significant dependence on the gaugino mass parameter M 1 [10] . In the following we show that the measurement of the cross sections for production and subsequent leptonic decay of the selectrons with polarized beams is useful for the determination of M 1 .
We display therefore in Fig. 8 [19] as a function of M 1 fixing the other parameters as in scenario (I). For |M 1 | < ∼ 150 GeV the lightest neutralino is bino-like, whereas for |M 1 | > ∼ 150 GeV it is mainly wino-like. For |M 1 | < ∼ 150 GeV the second lightest neutralino is a wino whereas in the region 150 GeV < ∼ |M 1 | < ∼ 400 GeV it is mainly a bino and for larger values it is higgsino-like. The neutralinoχ Let us now briefly discuss the M 1 dependence of the selectron decays. The right selectron decays mainly into the kinematically accessible neutralino with the largest bino-component. For the chosen parameters the preferred decay is that into the lightest neutralino and an electron. For the left selectron more channels are open with the BR's displayed in Fig. 9 . It decays mainly into a chargino and a neutrino. The second important decay mode is into that kinematically accessible neutralino with the largest wino-content.
In the following we study for √ s = 500 GeV the M 1 dependence of the total cross section σ(e + e − → ijẽ + iẽ − j ) (i, j = R, L) and the cross section σ(e + e − → i,jẽ
. Since the right selectron decays mainly into the kinematically accessible neutralino with the largest bino-component, the direct decayẽ 1 2ν) = 0.14. We neglect in the following discussion its M 1 -dependence because the variation of the chargino/neutralino branching ratios due to M 1 can be compensated by a change in the squark and/or Higgs sector. In Fig. 10 we show the M 1 dependence of a) the cross section for selectron production summed over all final states and b) the cross section for the decay leptons. The influence of ISR and beamstrahlung is different for the divers selectron pairs due to different kinematics. In case ofẽ LẽL the cross section is decreased compared to the tree-level value whereas for the other selectron final state it is increased for √ s = 500 GeV. For larger values of √ s also theẽ LẽL cross section increases compared to the tree-level. The M 1 dependence of the cross sections for the different selectron final states remains, however, unchanged. Since the ratios of production cross sections for the different selectron pairs depends on the beam polarization the influence of ISR and beamstrahlung modifies this polarization effect.
The M 1 dependence of both the cross section for selectron production, Fig. 10a , and for the decay electrons, Fig. 10b , depends on the beam polarization and is strongest for P e − = +0.8, P e + = −0.6. In this case mainlyẽ + Rẽ − R pairs are produced, cf. Fig. 10 , which couple only to the bino component of the exchanged neutralinos. Since with increasing |M 1 | also the mass of the bino-like neutralino increases, the cross section decreases up to |M 1 | ∼ 400 GeV. The reason for the increase of the cross section for |M 1 | ≥ 400 GeV is the weaker M 1 dependence of the contribution from t-channel exchange compared to that of the destructive interference between s-and t-channel. The kink near M 1 = 150 GeV in the cross section for the decay electrons, Fig. 10b , is due to the change of the mixing character of the neutralinos, cf. Fig. 8 , which leads to a strong M 1 dependence of the branching ratios shown in Fig. 9 .
In case of e − e − the polarization dependence of the cross sections is more pronounced for large values of |M 1 | than in case of e + e − as can be seen in Fig. 11 . This is due to the fact that the s-channel and therefore the destructive interference is absent. Also the cross sections are significantly larger for large |M 1 | in case of of e − e − compared to e + e − for the same reason. It is obvious from Figs. 10 and 11 that measuring the selectron production cross section using various combinations of electron/positron polarization is a useful tool to cross check the determination of M 1 from other measurements [20] if not providing the first measurement by itself. This might be the case if there are additional neutralinos, as e.g. in extended supersymmetric models [21] or if R-parity is broken spontaneously [22] with a right-handed scale in the 100 GeV range. In these models are more than four neutralinos and thus the observation of four neutralinos does not imply that one has found a bino-like neutralino. Moreover, different polarization configurations, in particular in case of e − e − , are an useful tool to determine the relative phase between M 1 and M 2 . Most clearly this can be seen in Fig. 11a for the configurations P e 1 = −0.8, P e 2 = −0.8 (dashed line) and P e 1 = 0.8, P e 2 = 0.8 (long dashed line).
Non-vanishing selectron mixing
In this section we study consequences of a non-vanishing selectron mixing, which although theoretically disfavoured cannot be excluded. This can be seen by inspecting the mass 
Figure 10: Cross sections for the processes σ(e + e − → i,j=L,Rẽ
as a function of M 1 for various polarizations. The effects of ISR-and beamstrahlung corrections are included. The graphs correspond to the following set of polarizations: full line P e − = 0, P e + = 0, dashed line P e − = −0.8, P e + = −0.6, dasheddotted line P e − = 0.8, P e + = −0.6, dotted line P e − = −0.8, P e + = 0.6, and long dashed line P e − = 0.8, P e + = 0.6. 
as a function of M 1 for various polarizations. The effects of ISR-and beamstrahlung corrections are included. The graphs correspond to the following set of polarizations: full line P e 1 = 0, P e 2 = 0, dashed line P e 1 = −0.8, P e 2 = −0.8, dotted line P e 1 = −0.8, P e 2 = 0.8, and long dashed line P e 1 = 0.8, P e 2 = 0.8. 
with the D-terms
, h e , A e , v i are the left slepton mass parameter, the right slepton mass parameter, the lepton Yukawa coupling, the trilinear slepton-Higgs coupling and the vacuum expectation values, respectively. Motivated by supergravity theories it is usually assumed that A e = h e · O(100) GeV and in this case the off-diagonal element is negligible. However, this need not to be the case and it might be that v 1 A e is large enough to induce a sizable mixing between left-and right selectrons. In the following we use the conventionẽ 1 = cos θẽẽ L + sin θẽẽ R andẽ 2 = − sin θẽẽ L + cos θẽẽ R . Let us first study the dependence of the branching on cos θẽ which is displayed in Fig. 12 . Here we take mẽ 1 = 137.7 GeV, mẽ 2 = 179.3 GeV and the gaugino/higgsino parameters as in scenario (I). Note, that for cos θẽ = 0 we have exactly the configuration of scenario (I) whereas for cos θẽ = ±1 left and right selectrons would exchange the roles as it might happen for example in theories with extra D-terms at the unification scale [23] .
In Fig. 12a ) we display the branching ratios for the lighter selectronẽ − 1 as a function of cos θẽ. It decays mainly into the lightest neutralino even for | cos θẽ| = 1 where it is a pure leftselectron. This is simply due to kinematics. Therefore, for | cos θẽ| < ∼ 0.4 it might be difficult to decide whether the selectrons mix or not if one looks only at the branching ratios of the lighter selectron. In case of the heavier selectronẽ − 2 the situation is in general much clearer as can be seen in Fig. 12b ) because the various decay channels have sufficient phase space. For | cos θẽ| < ∼ 0.4 − 0.5 the decay into the lighter chargino (dotted line) dominates followed by the decay into the wino-like neutralinoχ tan β because even for tan β = 50 the electron Yukawa coupling is still negligible (contrary to the case of staus as discussed e.g. in [24] ).
In Fig. 13 we show the dependence of the cross sections on cos θẽ for (a) an e + e − collider and (b) an e − e − collider at √ s = 500 GeV with unpolarized beams. As can be seen there is a pronounced dependence on cos θẽ at both collider types. Note that the production cross section forẽ − 1ẽ + 2 is in general larger than that for the pair production in case of large mixing, | cos θẽ| ≃ 1/ √ 2. Clearly the ratios of the various production channels are changed with varying beam polarization similarly as discussed in Sect. 2. As in the case of the decays the results for selectron production are quite insensitive to tan β.
We have studied in Sect. 4 the possibility to test the weak quantum numbers L, R of the selectrons at an e + e − collider. We have shown that one can single out theẽ − Rẽ + L state depending on the polarization of the beams and one predicts a certain ratio of the various cross sections. In Fig. 13 one sees that there are several values of cos θẽ with identical ratios of cross sections. Therefore the question arises whether it is possible to obtain the same polarization dependence of all cross sections for mixed selectrons as shown in Fig. 7 for the unmixed case. As can be seen in Fig. 14 the case | cos θẽ| < ∼ 0.1 might be difficult to distinguish from the unmixed case. However, for 0.2 < ∼ | cos θẽ| < ∼ 0.9 it should be clear whether selectron mixing exists or not provided the neutralino sector is known so that one can calculate the cross sections.
Conclusion
In this paper we have studied selectron pair production in e + e − annihilation and in e − e − scattering with polarized electron and positron beams including ISR and beamstrahlung. We have shown that at both collider modes all cross sections have a pronounced dependence on beam polarization. We have compared the possibility to measure the selectron masses using threshold scans at both colliders. Our results indicate that in the e − e − mode one tenth of the luminosity of the e + e − mode should be sufficient to obtain similar precision in the mass determination. Beam polarization is a useful tool to enhance the precision. Furthermore one can test the association between chiral electrons and their scalar superpartners at an e + e − collider if both beams are simultaneously polarized. We want to stress that in this case the polarization of the positron beam is indispensable. We also have studied the dependence of cross sections and branching ratios on the gaugino mass parameter M 1 which is pronounced at both colliders. In addition we have shown that the phenomenology of selectrons change significantly in case a non-vanishing mixing between left-and right-selectrons is realized in nature. 
A Lagrangian and couplings
In this section we list the lagrangian and the couplings for the calculation of selectron pair poduction. The selectron mass matrix in the most general form within the MSSM is given by:
with the D-terms D L = (− 
with the electroweak eigenstates and we take mẽ 1 < mẽ 2 .
The relevant parts of the interaction Lagrangian are given by:
In the basisB,
e e is the electromagnetic coupling of the electron, respectively. We have neglected the electron Yukawa coupling. N ij are the components of the neutralino mixing matrix.
B Amplitudes and cross section for selectron production in e
We give the helicity amplitudes and cross section for the process e
, where λ m (λ n ) denotes the helicity of e − (e + ) and i, j = 1, 2.
The helicity amplitudes T λmλn ij are:
The propagators are:
The amplitudes squared are most easily expressed in terms of Mandelstam variables:
We further introduce four polarization factors:
c −+ = (1 − P e − )(1 + P e + ) (31) c +− = (1 + P e − )(1 − P e + ) (32) c −− = (1 − P e − )(1 − P e + ) (33) c ++ = (1 + P e − )(1 + P e + )
where the first (second) index denotes the sign of the favoured helicity of e − (e + ) and P e ± gives the corresponding polarization of e ± .
|T ij (γ)| 2 = 4e 
The subscripts t and u indicate the t-channel and u-channel, respectively. The propagators are given by:
For the calculation of the amplitude squared we define the Mandelstam variables in the same terms of momenta as above. Similarly as above we define four polarization factors:
c −+ = (1 − P e 1 )(1 + P e 2 ) (46) c +− = (1 + P e 1 )(1 − P e 2 ) (47) c −− = (1 − P e 1 )(1 − P e 2 ) (48) c ++ = (1 + P e 1 )(1 + P e 2 ),
where the first (second) index denotes the sign of the favoured helicity of e − (p 1 ) (e − (p 2 )) and P e 1,2 gives the corresponding polarization of e − (p 1,2 ). 
The total cross section is given by:
where n is the number of identical particles in the final state. The same consideration concering the center of mass system holds as in the case of e + e − .
